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Stanley Strauss:Hello, early birds! We'll be starting at the top of
the hour. Enjoy the music.
Marionville:Thanks!!! :)
patrick:hello everyone
sherry:Hi! Thank you!
Beverly Rowan:Hello!
Jen:Hello!!!!
Barbara Barnette:Hello!
rebecca elder:Hi Stanley--hope you are well!
Suzanne Flint:HI Stanley, somehow I got bumped off and am
now back on but as a participant. Please change me to a
presenter.
Stanley Strauss:Hi, Rebecca. Thanks, all is well with me.
rebecca elder:Good to hear!
Suzanne Flint:Hi everyone and thanks for joining us for this ELF
2.0 webinar! Hope each of you are doing well!
Christiana Chavez:Hi!
Brenda Reed:Brenda Reed
Dave Fink:Hi everyone
Maddy Walton-Hadlock:Hello from San Jose!
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Mary Genovese:Hello from San Diego!
Olin Laster:Hello from San Jose!
Dave Fink:Hello from Indiana
cen campbell:hello from Mountain View!
Christine Pennington:Hi from Palo Alto.
Kimberly:Hi!
Lauren Candia:Hello from Ontario
Lauren Candia:Ontario, California, that is
Julia:Hello from Santa Monica!
Brenda Reed:Please speak up
Stanley Strauss:The PPT for today's webinar is availalbe at:
https://infopeople.org/civicrm/event/info?reset=1&id=414
Beth Crist:Hi from Denver!
Angela Citizen:Hello from Inglewood, California!
cen campbell:Messy indeed!
Brian Hart/CML BFR Children's Team:Charlotte, NC here
Josie Hanneman:Hello from La Pine, Oregon! (middle of the
state)
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Lake County Library and Litearcy Program:Hello from California
cen campbell:we can see slides!
cen campbell:love that pic
Kimberly:Josie, I love La Pine!
Leslie Rose:Hello from Martha & Leslie in Placerville, CA
Yelena:Hello from San Jose!
Virginia:Hello from China Lake, California
Trista Rue:Hello from Trista Rue in Indiana
Amber Norton:Hello from Hudson's Hope British Columbia :)
cen campbell:hello BC friend!
Jen:hello from richfield Utah!
Amber Norton:hi Cen :)
Josie Hanneman:Kimberly--I'm just impressed you know where
we are!!!
Kimberly:I travel from wcamp at Cresent Lake every year.
Derek:I can't hear anything
Jane Cook:I love Art Beast, but more importantly, my grandsons
do. Thank you!
Josie Hanneman:Time!!!! Biggest barrier!!!
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Josie Hanneman:(not enough time)
Bess:Finally connected :)
Derek:Is anyone else having audio problems?
Amber Norton:remarkably no, I normally terribly slow connection
Derek:Well I'll check the archive later then. THans
sherry:Yes, it keeps cutting in and out
Bess:Yes, it the sound is in and out on my end
cen campbell:sound is great for me
Brenda Reed:Yes we are having a difficult time
hearing...missing lots of words
Amber Norton:it goes loud and quiet but I'm hearing every word
Stanley Strauss:If you're having audio issues, you can call in at:
888-450-5996 Passcode 264311#
Rita:missing lots of words here too... maybe I'm just old, but I
think it is because she is speaking fast
Derek:Thanks everyone. I'll try the archive later. No phone to
use right now. Thanks
cen campbell:art for "thinking outside the book"!
Derek:Not able to use phone, so will check archive of this
webinar later. Thanks
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Bess:Thanks, phone works great for audio...much easier to hear
Dave Fink:sound is good
Lauren Candia:My sound is fine as well. Not having any issues.
Rita:Phone is excellent! Thank you, Stanley!
Infopeople Project:Again: If you're having audio issues, you can
call in at: 888-450-5996 Passcode 264311#
cen campbell:AWESOME! Musical art!
Stanley Strauss:Great for Disco music!
Kathleen:love that idea
Maddy Walton-Hadlock:haha-- yep
Marsha Weeks:yay, puppets!
Kimberly::)
Kimberly:Love the collaborative project idea.
patrick:I think group art has its place for kids. They could at least
see each other work and some who may be shy about doing art
may be encouraged to do it when they see the others artwork.
Marionville:I have lost sound... :(
cen campbell:How might this fit into the makerspace
movement? Seems like the same kind of philosophy; creativity in
all mediums.
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Marsha Weeks:Ooh, I love that space
Stanley Strauss:http://www.monroe.lib.in.us
Mindy:age range
Virginia:I can see the slide.
Lauren Candia:I can still see the slides
Marsha Weeks:I can see the slide
Josie Hanneman:I see three bullet points on the slide
Bess:Me too
cen campbell:silly technology!
Brian Hart/CML BFR Children's Team:we're still seeing lessons
learned screen
Mindy:only one of my programs is built around that theme.
doesn't really work well for teens
cen campbell:themes are also hotly contested for storytime, too.
Jen:in our library, it depends on the storyteller
Marsha Weeks:most state libraries subscribe to themed SRP
programs like iREAD or CSLP though. Tough to turn down the
freebies and discounted items from that
Jen:I agree
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Tamara Palmer:we're two slides behind, i think
Tamara Palmer:one slide behind, now
Tamara Palmer:oh there we go!
Jen:I NO LONGER DO FOAMIES IN MY STORYTIMES
cen campbell:ha! I love the all caps, jen! OWN IT, HONEY!
Marsha Weeks:lol
Jen:lol stupid button :)
Jen:frosting cookies makes great art :)
Marsha Weeks:tastes better than paint, too
Jen:lol exactly :) sugar em up
Josie Hanneman:We did charcoal cave paintings once...so
much fun! And everyone had something different!
Josie Hanneman:"Caves" were under our meeting room tables...
Marsha Weeks:sounds fun, Josie!
patrick:I think themes can be used often. The library staff should
make the decisions if they should be used or not.
Jen:iI agree there, as I said earlier it deoends on the storyteller
Brian Hart/CML BFR Children's Team:can we see poll again
Brian Hart/CML BFR Children's Team:?
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Leslie Rose:Uh oh! Suddenly no sound or slide. Came back
after the poll.
Marsha Weeks:i like the name: art buffet
cen campbell:love chicken sunday.
Jen:lovin them boards!
Marionville:love that!!
Jen: You could do the same thing with paint sticks
Josie Hanneman:Jen---great idea for a smaller project!
Jen:definate;y :0
Jen:frosting cookies, classic murals, bookmark contest with any
medium
Jane Cook:Could you share what you have done outside at Art
Beast with music, as art encompasses more than just the
visual.
Christine Pennington:Palo Alto Make X!
Lauren Candia:Love the idea of making zines!
Patrick Remer:At our Night of 1,000 Inventions, we dump out a
bunch of e-waste, cardboard, tape, pipecleaners, etc. and have
kids create their own "prototypes" of inventions
Jen:thinking of doing a tin can windchime
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Maddy Walton-Hadlock:Early on in my librarian career, kids
taught ME about the power of open-ended art. I provided "skin
colored" paints, regular paint, and poster paper and the activity
was to create a self portrait. NONE of the kids used the skin
colored paint for their skin-- they imagined themselves to be
blue, and pink with green hair. It was a fantastic learning
experience!
Tamara Palmer:old keys windchime
Mindy:wow Patrick that sounds awesome! Where do you work?
Amber Norton:hudson's Hope public library hosts the girl guides
meetings each month, I lead the group. Next year, as a thank
you to the library, we are providing a art creation night once a
month. we will start with costume making in time for halloween
and plan from there.
Patrick Remer:Contra Costa County Library
Josie Hanneman:I'm planning something similar to the "art
buffet" idea...all the supplies I can muster with the basic idea of
building something...but whatever comes of it (loosely a
sculpture or building) will be perfect!
Brian Hart/CML BFR Children's Team:the old keys and tin cans
together would likely sound cool
Tamara Palmer:also old pet tags (from city licensing)
windchimes
Patrick Remer:LUMT! (Less us more them!)
Lauren Candia:We had a librarian that did an artist expression
night where she would talk about a famous artist like Picasso
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and have the kids create their own versions of that type of art.
(expressionism, cubism, surrealism)
Marsha Weeks:We once cut up an outline of Mona Lisa into
squares and gave a square to each child to paint, but didn't tell
them what it was from. We then put it together at the end to
show them the collective result
Brian Hart/CML BFR Children's Team:we've used potatoes and
other vegetables to make stamps
Maddy Walton-Hadlock:One summer, we provided a room full of
cardboard boxes, paint, and tape and let families go wild. They
created cars, houses, puppet theatres. We spent very little
money, but we did have to seek out boxes.
Dave Fink:shoe box guitars from local shoe stores
Jen:chalk murals are huge here
Kathleen:We used a few books about quilts, then each
elementary age child got to create their own quilt square. We put
it all together to display. the kids were inspired!
Jen:like the quilt idea....
Virginia:My colleague Pam Carlson did a very crayon, lightbulb
and hairdryer session. She also did a make a book with a few
sheets of paper, glue sticks, string, etc.
Barbara Barnette:How did you make the outdoor weaving
frame?
Jen:string art would be fun to try...
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Amber Norton:loads of recycling crafts; picture frames, sock
monkeys, plastic container jewelry, bird feeders
Amber Norton:thanks bridget :)
cen campbell:thank you!!!
Jen:thank you!!!!!!!!!
Dave Fink:thank you Bridget!!!
Barbara Barnette:Thank you!
Michelle:thank you!
Olin Laster:thanks!
Marsha Weeks:thank you, Bridget
Kimberly:Thank you!
rebecca elder:thank you--very inspiring!
Rita:Thank you! You are an inspiration!
Amy:This was fabulous, thank you! Now I want to go make
some art! :)
Bess:THank you, very inspiring!
Brian Hart/CML BFR Children's Team:awesome....our group
really enjoyed it and we're already brainstorming ideas!
Beverly Rowan:Thank you. I am inspired.
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cen campbell:i want to go make some art now.....
Beth Crist:thanks so much--this was great! So many ideas!
Lauren Candia:Love all the ideas. Thank you!
Kathleen:Thanks so much! Very inspiring and reminders of what
creating art can really do for the human soul
Trista Rue:THANK YOU SO MUCH
Maddy Walton-Hadlock:Thank you!
	
  
	
  

	
  

Christiana Chavez:Thank you!	
  

